Construction Begins on New Professional Center

Groundbreaking Ceremony Held Tuesday

By Edie Southern
Old Gold and Black

The groundbreaking ceremony for the new Professional Center was held Tuesday afternoon in front of the University Parkway entrance to campus.

Winston P. Haffield, chairman of the board of trustees, welcomed a crowd of more than 100 faculty members, university officials, donors and graduates present. President Thomas H. Hearn, Jr. in the audience, was the guest speaker.

The new Professional Center will be a seat of the university’s growth and development and will house one of the most important and unique teaching and learning environments in the country. The center will be the heart of the school of law and management. The new Professional Center will be a seat of the university’s growth and development and will house one of the most important and unique teaching and learning environments in the country. The center will be the heart of the school of law and management.

T. Eugene and Anne Worrell pose after the Professional Center groundbreaking ceremony on Tuesday.

Alumnius Contributes $5 Million To Build Professional Center

Old Gold and Black Staff Report

T. Eugene Worrell and his wife, Anne, the founders of the Worrell Newspapers group, have pledged $5 million, the largest gift ever received in an endowedowment in the form of a gift from an alumnus, toward the endowment of the university’s new law and business school complex.

"The center will be named the Professional Center for Law and Management," President Thomas H. Hearn, Jr. announced.

Worrell said: "T. Eugene Worrell and his wife, Anne, have a deep love for Wake Forest and our alumni. We are grateful for their support as we take on the challenge of building the Professional Center."
New Assistant to the President on Focus to Ethics

By Michael Petri

Robert Poling, chair of the Wake Forest Board of Trustees, has announced his intention to resign effective at the end of the academic year. The college's next president will be named after a nationwide search process is completed. Dr. Carl C. Moses, the dean of Wake Forest College, is serving as interim president pending the appointment of the next president.

The search committee, which includes members of the board, faculty, staff, and students, will be chaired by Dr. Charles E. B. Clapp, president of Emory University.

In making the announcement, Dr. Moses said: "Dr. Poling has served the college with distinction for many years, and we are grateful for his leadership. He has provided strong and steady guidance during a period of great change and growth. We wish him every success in his future endeavors."
ROTC Cadets Spend Summer in Training

Students Attend Airborne, Troop Leadership, Air Assault Schools

By Angela Hughes
De Gaul and Black Pepper

Several Wake Forest ROTC cadets participated in three summer training programs to prepare them for future service in the armed forces. Six hundred Airborne trainees, including three hundred ROTC students, participated in a three-week training course at Fort Benning, Ga. Sophomore Kevin Cynamon led the pararescue training sessions and said the first week focused on physical fitness, technique for jumping, and aid procedures must be executed punctually.

The last week generally consisted of five place jumps—two single jumps, two jumps using standard equipment and a night jump. Major Michael Foling entered Cadet Troop Leadership Training Program this summer, which he said prepared him to be an effective leader to his junior peers.

During the first week, Foling was stationed with the Second Infantry Division between South Korea and the Demilitarized Zone separating North and South Korea. Foling was a second lieutenant with the 256th Military Intelligence Company in Korea, which was one of the last to leave the country, and now he is the assistant professor of business administration.

The three-week course also exposed students to the demanding nature of leadership. "CTTC is an elite project, with 45 leaders participating from 22 ROTC programs, including most Air Force ROTC students who attended," Foling said.

The Troop Leadership program, Air Assault, was like leadership, only with helicopter operations. Cadets attended the session in Fort Campbell, Ky., while two other Wake Forest students attended one at Fort Bragg, N.C.

The training took two weeks and ended with obstacle course and five day-of training. Foling said, "the four phases, called paratrooper operations, prepared crews for the helicopters to pick up teams and load to drop them and train helicopter safety and navigation.

In the second week, the students learned how to jump and were shown proper preparation and given two minutes to find the three or four teams. The cadets made two 90-foot jumps from the helicopter in the third phase.

To qualify for graduation, they each wrote an essay and made a 12-mile road march.

Groundbreaking From Page 1

The center, which will cost an estimated $24.5 million, was announced during the 1989-90 Rush Week.

"I think it’s a landmark," said R. Michael Foling, director of the ROTC program. "I think it’s a landmark in American education," said R. Michael Foling, director of the ROTC program.

The students at the center will be able to go to a building and maintain their individuality, Foling said. "It’s a landmark that we can turn our full attention to building a place where we are getting the bricks and mortar in the academic side of the school — the scholarship, the expenditure of the other programs," Foling said.

DINE IN CARRY OUT PARTY TRAYS

RUSH-WEEK SPECIAL!

Bring a Rushee to T.J.'s Deli North Chase

During Rush Week...

And Buy One Dinner, Receive One Dinner FREE

(Regular prices over Greek letters)

EXPRES$ 9/21/90

NORTHCHASE SHOPPING CENTER

(located one mile North of Wake Forest) 744-7466

Great Opportunity for 1990 Wake Forest Students THALIEMERS

Make The Grade with one of the oldest, fashion forward retailers in town.

We are now hiring more remarkable Commissioned Sales Associates for our New Hanes Mall Store.

• Alterations • Gift Wrap • Mens • Home Furnishings and more

30% Wardrobe Discounts Apply to all Positions

Open Interviews 11-5 Mon-Sat at the Current Hanes Mall Store or

Apply at either of our Customer Services during Normal Store hours

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

(continued from page 9)
AT&T Researchers To Be Transferred To Winston-Salem

Liberal President Killed

Refugee Camps Overcrowded

President Johnson's Independent Patriotic Force and later his National Liberation Front. Johnson plans to retain power. "I've been killing people for years in this war so it's very hard for me to judge, but I like (Wake Forest) very much," Plemmons said. He specializes in English Renaissance literature. He has taught at both the University of California in Los Angeles and at Wake Forest University. El-Beshti said he was attracted to Wake Forest because of its "strong undergraduate program" and its "very strong faculty, especially in the English department." He also liked the fact that it is growing in its objectives and goals and there is a great balance of students on campus. "I have seen some of the larger institutions I have seen," he said. "It has been wonderful so far. The students are bright and hard working and the faculty is engaging and beneficially stimulating."
Burtt, a pediatric nutritionist, said. "Parents often want their child to lose weight, but they don't know how to help them do it in a healthy way."

Worrell, a native of Bristol, Va., in 1949, he and his wife founded Worrell Enterprises Inc. Since 1978, the company has published more than 200 family health books, including "How to Put Your Child on the Road to Normal Weight," which has sold more than 1 million copies.

Worrell is the author of several books on childhood obesity, including "The OBES Obesity Program." He has also established the Worrell Foundation, which sponsors a variety of programs and scholarships to help children overcome obesity.

Worrell said he hopes to see more parents taking an active role in their child's weight loss journey, rather than simply sending them to a specialized program.

"Parents need to be involved, to understand the importance of a healthy lifestyle," Worrell said. "They need to know what to expect, how to support their child, and how to make healthy choices for themselves and their family."

"Parents also need to be aware of the potential risks and benefits of different weight loss methods," Worrell added. "There are many options available, and it's important to choose the one that is right for your family."
Cycle of History Is Never Truly Altered

T he average citizen of the world may recognize the word "Sparta" as the name of a city in Greece. But did you know that Sparta was the center of one of the most significant civilizations in European history? The history of Sparta is a testament to the idea that cycles of events in history can be repeated, and that lessons from the past can be applied to the present.

"Never again will there be another Last Day," as the Spartans declared. But that is exactly what happened in the Battle of Thermopylae, where the Spartans and their allies faced the Persian forces. The Persians were victorious, and the battle marked the end of the Sparta's golden age.

However, the story doesn't end there. The Spartans rebuilt their city and continued to thrive. They were able to do this because they learned from their past mistakes. They realized that they needed to reform their political system, and so they did. The result was a society that was more stable and secure, and one that was able to withstand future attacks.

This is just one example of how cycles of history can be repeated. The lessons we learn from the past are important, because they can help us to avoid making the same mistakes again and again. As we move forward in time, we should always remember that the past can be a guide for the future.
Rehashing English into a New Language Is Simply Ridiculous

M any of you are not aware that this is a group of aliens from the planet Zootloos who are here to harvest the Earth for their own population. You are unaware of this because the government has created a massive propaganda campaign to keep you from knowing the truth. This is not the place to explain why the Zootloos have come to Earth, but I feel compelled to mention that their ultimate goal is to enslave all of humanity. They believe that by controlling the world, they will be able to use its resources to sustain their own population.

If you are a student, you may have heard about these aliens in your science classes. The government has gone to great lengths to ensure that all of us are well educated and informed about the extraterrestrial threat. They want us to be ready to defend ourselves if necessary.

The Zootloos are a highly advanced species, and they have developed technologies that are far beyond our comprehension. They have already infiltrated our military and government, and they are working on various projects to prepare for their eventual invasion. You can imagine how this has affected your daily life.

Most of us have been subjected to mind control and brainwashing programs designed to make us comply with their orders. They have also implemented surveillance systems that allow them to monitor our every move.

The government has even gone so far as to create a new language called "Zootlish," which is designed to make it easier for the aliens to understand us. However, this has only served to confuse matters further. It is impossible to communicate effectively with someone who is speaking in a language that we do not understand.

In light of these circumstances, it is clear that we need to take immediate action to defend ourselves. The government has failed us, and it is up to each of us to protect our loved ones and our way of life. Let us stand together and rise against the Zootloos.
Old-fashioned Cafeteria Serves Food with Nostalgic Flavor

By Chris Nichols

10 miles northeast of campus sits a 1930s-style store on Chatham Street in Industry District. It’s the family-owned Bell Brothers Cafeteria, a landmark on Winston-Salem’s food scene. But, as brothers Ed and James Bell will tell you, it’s the food that keeps the customers coming.

When Ed Bell and James Bell were seniors at Wake Forest in 1953, they decided to open the cafeteria, but said, “We had no idea what we were doing.” They said their mother taught them how to cook food, but that “we really weren’t good cooks.”

When asked about the first day they opened, the brothers said, “The first day we opened we worked seven days a week, every day from 8:30 a.m. until 10 p.m. and has been very successful.”

The brothers said their first handful of customers were guards at Western who came in to eat. “It was cheap, and it was good,” James Bell said.

Ed Bell and James Bell are so dear to the hearts of employees and customers. It’s their stories and how they’ve altered the congenial atmosphere of the cafeteria that makes Bell Brothers Cafeteria a favorite of Winston-Salem’s history.

Ed Bell works, he wakes up at 2 a.m. and gets to work. “I do most of the cooking using recipes I’ve developed over the last 37 years,” Ed Bell said. “We have a big hamburger steak with fried okra and mashed potatoes. Yum. We also have a big chicken with fried okra and mashed potatoes. Yum.”

The menu varies every night, but diners can expect to find fried chicken, chicken livers, cornbread, homemade, golden corn muffins or a handful of hot peppers. The food is very filling, and it’s like eating at home.”

Groups of Wake Forest students show up every night to enjoy the food. “I just don’t give it up,” Ed Bell said. “It’s the best food.”

Bell Brothers is located at the intersection of Old Liberty Street and Akron Drive. To experience this piece of Winston-Salem history and meet the “main man” of Winston-Salem, Wilkins, who also worked there for 27 years. You couldn’t ask for a better boss man. Everybody does everything together.”

One reason Ed and James Bell are so dear to the brothers is that they were guards at Western and ate at the cafeteria. “I was there the first day we opened,” Ed Bell said. “We had no idea what we were doing.”

The brothers said their first handful of customers were guards at Western who came in to eat. “It was cheap, and it was good,” James Bell said.

When asked about the first day they opened, the brothers said, “The first day we opened we worked seven days a week, every day from 8:30 a.m. until 10 p.m. and has been very successful.”

Ed Bell has served faithful customers for 37 years (left). The Bell Brothers’ sign, a local landmark, draws people to such favorites as fried chicken and pies (right).
Men's Cross Country Team Wins Carolina Classic; Women Place Second

By Allen Stump

When the men and fields cleared Saturday at the Gold Rush Classic on the U.S. Army's Fort Bragg, the Wake Forest cross country teams found themselves far ahead of the race among the eight contenders. The Forest's men won by nearly a full minute, as the women finished second in only the second race of the season.

North Carolina placed third with the men and fourth with the women, followed by Virginia Tech, the University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Maryland, and the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. The UCLA men placed seventh and the UCLA women eighth.

The men's race was won by Wake Forest's Daniel Zagorski in a time of 29:29.3. His closest competitor, Mike Friesen of North Carolina, finished over a minute later in 31:35.2. Zagorski was the only Wake Forester to complete the 8-kilometer course, as the remaining runners were clipped by the pack.

"I think they will improve. They are definitely working on the心理 facet of the game," said Wake Forest's women's coach, Sherry Hearst.

The women's meet was their second overall, and the runners scored their highest individual performances. Zagorski won first place with 24 points, while Wake Forest placed 11 points behind in fourth place.

The women's team included a 14th-place showing from Zagorski, and a fifth-place finish by Kelly Clarke. The Demon Deacon men, currently ranked No. 10 in the nation, finished fifth at 17:58.8. Debbie Bilder finished 10th in 18:07.2.

The Demon Deacons' football team opened its season to the Wolfpack, spurred on by its conference opener to the Wolfpack, won 33-17 in their season opener. They scored 14 of the team's 17 points in the first half, with 6 points in the second quarter.

"We're not going to play much better than we did today," said Head Coach John Goodridge. "But we're not going to play much worse, either."
Clemson Tigers
Clemson will attempt to rebound from a first-ever loss to Virginia-a setback that ended their 20-7 season. The Tigers are ranked 19th in the latest AP and coaches Association polls. Although they lost 28-21 on Saturday, they still managed to finish third in the nation.

Arnold Questionable for State Game
Senior quarterback Charles Zolak, who injured his knee against Appalachian State, is questionable for Saturday's game against N.C. State. If he does not start, sophomore quarterback Keith West will assume the starting duties for the Orange Bowl. The Tigers are set to face Northwestern where they will play the team in rushing with 68 yards and caught North Carolina attempts to double the Tigers from contention for their fourth ACC championship.

By Mike Fitzgerald
Old Gold and Black Reporter

** Memoire Notes **

** Scoreboard **

* ACC Men's Cross Country Team Ranked

The Wake Forest Wake Forest athletes had another solid season, finishing third in the nation. Wake Forest's final score was 120, a significant improvement from last year. The team's top performers were Senior quarterback Charles Zolak, who was named ACC Player of the Year, and Senior running back Todd Johnson, who was named ACC Freshman of the Year.

** Around the ACC **

* Wake Forest Men's Basketball

The Wake Forest men's basketball team has been a surprise this season, finishing second in the ACC with a 12-6 record. They have won six of their last seven games, including a 78-70 upset of North Carolina. The team is led by Senior guard Charles Zolak, who has averaged 20 points per game this season. The Wake Forest men's basketball team will attempt to rebound from an 86-70 loss to North Carolina last Saturday. They will face Virginia Tech on Saturday in a crucial game for both teams.

Virginia Cavaliers
Virginia, the defending ACC championship, is set for a tough weekend. They will face Wake Forest on Saturday in a game that could determine the ACC champion. The Cavaliers have been on a roll recently, winning five of their last six games. They will need to keep their momentum going if they hope to win the ACC championship.

* Duke vs. Virginia

Duke Men's Basketball
The Duke Blue Devils have been one of the biggest surprises in the ACC this season. They have won 19 of their first 21 games, including a 90-78 victory over Virginia. The Blue Devils are led by Senior guard Charles Zolak, who has averaged 20 points per game this season. The Blue Devils are set to face Virginia on Saturday in a game that could determine the ACC champion. The Cavaliers have been on a roll recently, winning five of their last six games. They will need to keep their momentum going if they hope to win the ACC championship.

* Florida State vs. North Carolina

Florida State Men's Basketball
Florida State has been one of the top teams in the ACC this season. They have won 17 of their first 20 games, including a 78-70 upset of North Carolina. The team is led by Senior guard Charles Zolak, who has averaged 20 points per game this season. The Florida State men's basketball team will attempt to rebound from a 90-78 loss to Duke last Saturday. They will face Virginia Tech on Saturday in a crucial game for both teams.

* Georgia Tech vs. Virginia

Georgia Tech Men's Basketball
Georgia Tech has been one of the biggest surprises in the ACC this season. They have won 19 of their first 21 games, including a 90-78 victory over Virginia. The team is led by Senior guard Charles Zolak, who has averaged 20 points per game this season. The Georgia Tech men's basketball team will attempt to rebound from a 90-78 loss to Duke last Saturday. They will face Virginia Tech on Saturday in a crucial game for both teams.

* Clemson vs. Georgia Tech

Clemson Men's Basketball
Clemson has been one of the top teams in the ACC this season. They have won 17 of their first 20 games, including a 90-78 victory over Virginia. The team is led by Senior guard Charles Zolak, who has averaged 20 points per game this season. The Clemson men's basketball team will attempt to rebound from a 90-78 loss to Duke last Saturday. They will face Virginia Tech on Saturday in a crucial game for both teams.

* Virginia vs. Duke

Virginia Men's Basketball
Virginia has been one of the top teams in the ACC this season. They have won 17 of their first 20 games, including a 90-78 victory over Virginia. The team is led by Senior guard Charles Zolak, who has averaged 20 points per game this season. The Virginia men's basketball team will attempt to rebound from a 90-78 loss to Duke last Saturday. They will face Georgia Tech on Saturday in a crucial game for both teams.

* Wake Forest vs. Duke

Wake Forest Men's Basketball
Wake Forest has been one of the top teams in the ACC this season. They have won 17 of their first 20 games, including a 90-78 victory over Virginia. The team is led by Senior guard Charles Zolak, who has averaged 20 points per game this season. The Wake Forest men's basketball team will attempt to rebound from a 90-78 loss to Duke last Saturday. They will face Georgia Tech on Saturday in a crucial game for both teams.

* Georgia Tech vs. Virginia

Georgia Tech Men's Basketball
Georgia Tech has been one of the top teams in the ACC this season. They have won 17 of their first 20 games, including a 90-78 victory over Virginia. The team is led by Senior guard Charles Zolak, who has averaged 20 points per game this season. The Georgia Tech men's basketball team will attempt to rebound from a 90-78 loss to Duke last Saturday. They will face Georgia Tech on Saturday in a crucial game for both teams.

* Clemson vs. Georgia Tech

Clemson Men's Basketball
Clemson has been one of the top teams in the ACC this season. They have won 17 of their first 20 games, including a 90-78 victory over Virginia. The team is led by Senior guard Charles Zolak, who has averaged 20 points per game this season. The Clemson men's basketball team will attempt to rebound from a 90-78 loss to Duke last Saturday. They will face Georgia Tech on Saturday in a crucial game for both teams.
Field Hockey Team Hands ASU First Loss of Season

Senior Tracy Stickey Scores Game’s Only Goal

Mike Millikan

WPU Staff Writer

Senior Tracy Stickey marks the ball in play against ASU.

The Demon Deacons field hockey team captured its third win of the season on Wednesday as they defeated ASU, 1-0, at the Mr. Old Gold Field. Stickey, a senior, was named the winning goal maker and senior goalie, Meghan Leary, was named the winning goalkeeper.

Coach Bill Dooley, who emphasizes a running game in the first round of the invitational, everyone’s individual scores.

From the Gold and Black Reporter, Sophomore Kristen Turk will be the team’s starting goalie. Sophomore John Duguid in an attempt to clear the ball back to goalie Matt DeHihns. Wake Forest’s offense displayed black and gold fans were not too excited to see the game on tv.

The first half was not the best for Wake Forest. McNamara had given Wake Forest a 1-0 lead early in the second half, taking the lead at 12-9. The victory was a confidence builder for the Demon Deacons as they outshot the tough Davidson squad.

The Demon Deacons responded to McNamara’s goal with a 1-0 victory, giving Wake Forest a 17-3 lead. Wake Forest seemed unable to settle down and organize their game in the second half.

Wake Forest dominated to play better this Friday to beat a team that may take a little while, but our talent has been spreading over the last three years.
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Impressionist Art Exhibit Reflects Light, Color

By Michelle Carr

Students With Attitude

Fine Arts of Bitching, Moaning

I was an English major in college. My favorite class was "The Canterbury Tales." We had a wonderful professor, Dr. Maria Smith, who brought the stories to life in a way that made them seem relevant to us today. She made me realize that literature is not just about reading a book, but about engaging with the text and interpreting it in new ways. That first semester, I was hooked.

One of my favorite stories was "The Reeve's Tale," which is about a man who is called to court to answer for his debts. In the story, the Reeve is depicted as a man who is more concerned with his material possessions than with the welfare of his family. This is a common theme in the Middle Ages, where the emphasis was on wealth and status rather than on the well-being of one's family. I remember how Dr. Smith made us question the role of money and power in our society.

Another story that stuck with me was "The Wife of Bath's Tale," which is a frank and explicit account of a woman's desire to be heard. The Wife of Bath is a character who is often depicted as a Villain, but Dr. Smith encouraged us to see her as a strong and independent woman. I was fascinated by the idea of a woman who was not afraid to speak her mind and to fight for what she wanted.

As a result of my love for literature, I decided to become a teacher. I wanted to share the magic of words with others and to inspire them to think and to question. I now teach English at a local high school, and I try to instill in my students the same love for literature that Dr. Smith instilled in me.

The day I retired, I was overwhelmed by emotion. I had spent so many years teaching, and I had seen so many students grow and change. I knew that I had made a difference, and that was enough for me. I was so grateful for all the wonderful moments we shared over the years.

I will always remember those "Canterbury Tales" and the lessons they taught me. They will always be with me, and I will never forget the impact they had on me.
COMING ATTRACTIONS

Art
Sarah Lee Collection: Exhibition Dec. 18, Reynolds Hall, Museum of American Art. Features Sarah Lee's corporate collection, which includes international and modern works of art. An artist reception is scheduled for Dec. 22. On Dec. 27, MCA's Third Thursday event features a reception in the museum's atrium with music, food and a craft demonstration. The event is free. (See ad, p. 11.)

Lecture: 8 p.m. Jan. 24, Space Gallery. "The Art of the Sentence," a lecture by Associate Professor Richard H. Tillinghast of Wake Forest University. This lecture is free and open to the public. All are welcome.

CONCERTS

Summit Brass: 8 p.m. Oct. 23, Wake Chapel. The Secret Artist Series will open with America's only brass quintet ensemble, Summit Brass. With a variety of repertoire, Summit Brass performs in verdant parks, elegant ballrooms and prestigious hotels. The group has been praised as "one of the best and most admired chamber music groups in the world." (See ad, p. 9.)

THEATER

War Horse: Fri., Sat., Sun., Oct. 19, 20, 21 and 22, The Little Theatre. "War Horse" tells the heart-warming story of a horse and his relationship with a young man. Winner of the Tony Award for Best Play and with over 200 performances in the United States, "War Horse" is now being performed by a cast of distinguished British actors. "War Horse" features a large cast of actors, including Joely Richardson and David Threlfall. The production is directed by Marianne Elliott, winner of the Tony Award for Best Direction of a Play. "War Horse" opens on Oct. 19 at 8 p.m. and runs through Oct. 22. Ticket prices range from $38 to $55.

Snowball In Hell: 8 p.m. Sun., Oct. 21, The Thin Blue Line: 8 p.m. Fri., Sept. 20, and 2 p.m. Sun., Sept. 22, both at the Opera House. Snowball In Hell is a film about the moral and legal questions surrounding the murder of a police officer. The film is directed by Joel Pugh and stars Daniel Day-Lewis and Benicio Del Toro. "Snowball In Hell" explores the issues of justice, morality, and the consequences of violence. "Snowball In Hell" is rated R for violence, profanity, and strong language. "Snowball In Hell" opens on Oct. 21 at 8 p.m. and runs through Oct. 22. Ticket prices range from $20 to $25.

The Little Theatre: A series of original comedy sketches written and performed by acclaimed British actor and comedian Stephen Fry. "The Little Theatre" is a one-man show based on the memoirs of Samuel Beckett. "The Little Theatre" opens on Oct. 19 at 8 p.m. and runs through Oct. 22. "The Little Theatre" is rated PG. Ticket prices range from $35 to $40.

MISCELLANEOUS

El Reno Hair Unlimited

- Precise Haircut
- Styling
- Precise Color
- Creative Hair Color

"A Full Service Salon That Has it All"
-Sculpted Nails
- Tanning Facility
- OPEN Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
- NEW Location:
- 772 North Main Blvd.
- In University Plaza
- Toll-Free: 759-3097 or 759-2399

Walk-ins Welcome

Classifieds

Are You Computer Literate?
Production Assistants with Basic Understanding of Pagemaker Wanted in All Old Gold & Black Departments... Call X9280 NOW!!

Cellist Selina Carter
Performs Skillfully

Carter Performs Selections from Shostakovich, Bach During Semester's First Faculty Recital

By Jennifer VanHoo
Old Gold and Black Senior Reporter

Strikingly technique and clear tone are among the essential ingredients of a musical performance. Cellist Selina Carter, former winner of the Wake Forest College Suzuki String Competition, has mastered these ingredients. Carter has presented her cellist skills in a well-attended, highly acclaimed series of concerts that culminated in a sold-out recital in the university's Recital Hall.

Carter accomplished much of this with the assistance of her mentor, professor of music Gary Fine, who directed her study and performance during her time here. The recital, which took place on April 6, featured performances by the 18-member Chamber Ensemble, the Wind Ensemble, and the university choir. The program included music by Bach, Mozart, and Schumann.

The recital opened with "The Great Gavotte" by J. S. Bach, followed by "The Great Fugue" by J. C. Bach. Both pieces were performed with great precision and skill. The chamber ensemble then performed "The Creation" by G. F. Händel, which was conducted by Joerg Flaim.

The recital concluded with "The Farewell" from "The Magic Flute" by W. A. Mozart. The wind ensemble, conducted by Bruce Woodruff, performed this piece with enthusiasm and energy. The ensemble's performance was well received by the audience.

Overall, the recital was a success, with Carter's performances being received with great enthusiasm and applause. Carter's mastery of the cello and her ability to convey the emotions of the music she played were truly impressive. Carter's future performances are sure to be highly anticipated by the university community.
You asked for a computer price that wouldn’t turn your pockets inside out.

We heard you loud and clear.

It’s true. We’ve made the IBM Personal System/2® as easy to own as it is to use. And our special student price proves it.*

Plus, the IBM PS/2 Loan for Learning makes owning one even easier.

The PS/2® comes preloaded with easy-to-use software including Microsoft® Windows® 3.0. Just turn on the PS/2® to tackle your papers, lab reports, graphics and charts.

Also available are special prices on IBM and Hewlett-Packard printers.

IBM Model 8530-U31
• 1 Mb memory
• IBM Mouse
• 80286 processor
• 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44 Mb)
• 30 Mb fixed drive
• 8513 color display
Software is loaded and ready to go!
Only $1799

Printer Offerings

IBM Proprinter III with cable...........................................$349
IBM Proprinter X24E with cable.................................$499
IBM LaserPrinter Model E with cable.........................$1039
Hewlett-Packard PaintJet color printer with cable.......$799

This offer is available only to qualified students, faculty, staff and staff at some that purchase IBM Selected Academic Software through participating campus locations. Prices are subject to availability. Prices are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice. "Valid for any IBM destination in the continental U.S. or Puerto Rico for travel September 16, 1990, through December 31, 1990, at the following round-trip fares: $149 for travel from September 16, 1990, through June 14, 1991, and September 16, 1991, through December 19, 1991. Seats are limited. Fares are subject to availability. IBM, IBM Personal System/2, IBM Personal Systems Group, Windows for Workgroups, and IBM LaserPrinter are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Windows is registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation. IBM Corporation reserves the right to discontinue or make changes to this offer at any time. IBM cannot be responsible for any errors or omissions in this offer. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
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OLD GOLD AND BLACK ACC FOOTBALL PREVIEW

Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem North Carolina
Friday, September 14, 1990
Wake Forest's 1989 football squad struggled through its toughest season in years. By the time they reached the 1990 campaign, Head Coach Bill Dooley faced the sizeable task of returning the Demon Deacons to the level of play which netted back-to-back winning seasons in 1987 and 1988.

Dooley will likely have to count on his returning cast of players to spark any improvement in the team's play. One publication, The Poof Sheet, labeled the incoming crop of recruits as a group of developing players, or "sleepers," who will need to gain experience before contributing directly to the team's on-field performance.

For Dooley, who had returned to the sidelines after a stint on the National Football League's Phoenix Cardinals, "We've got to return some of execution and confidence that we displayed in 1987 and 1988," Dooley said. "Last year our football team played hard but simply made too many mistakes to have a successful season." Although the offense experienced several key losses from last season's squad, those losses on that side of the ball will likely lead the team this fall.

Sophomore quarterback Phillip Barnhill, back to lead the offensive charge, Barnhill, who captured the job last season following a battle with Gregg Long, was one of the few bright spots in the Deacons' 1989 season. His 17 pass-breakups led the ACC.

In addition to his consistent production of yardage, Barnhill displayed a flair for the big play by connecting on eleven passes of at least 40 yards coming through the air and 366 yards on the ground.

Barnhill's passing and rushing led directly to 20 scores for the Demon Deacons. He passed for 1,913 yards, rushed for 531 yards. Dooley will look for Brown to improve on his scoring figures as he netted only two touchdown grabs.

Long, the former quarterback, is now the Demon Deacons starting wingback. He performed so well at his new position this spring that he was honored with the Beatie Award, which annually goes to the best player in spring drills.

Bobby Jones, the second-leading returner, will serve as one of the finest offensive lineman in the nation.

Senior Mark Stackhouse will compete with sophomore Ron Lambert, junior Terrence Signtnary, and senior Dwayne Brown. Senior starting linebackers Lovern and Warren Belin return, but there is little proven depth at the position. Warren was second on the team in tackles with 90, while Lovern was close behind in third with 75 tackles.

Cooper George Coghill also started last season. His 17 past-breakups led the ACC and he added 65 stops as well. Junior Mark Stackhouse will compete with sophomore Ron Lambert, junior Terrence Signtnary, and senior Dwayne Brown.

Senior starting linebackers Lovern and Warren Belin return, but there is little proven depth at the position. Warren was second on the team in tackles with 90, while Lovern was close behind in third with 75 tackles. Dooley will count on sophomore Scott Stesham and freshman Diron Reynolds to fill the other two linebacker spots.

Freshmen Drew Small and Antonio Stevenson will add support to the position. Both 1989 starters at defensive end, James DuBoise and Todd Middleton are gone. Sophomores Michael McCracy and Maurice Miller will likely step into the vacant spots with sophomores Terrell Simmons and Deke Lassiter backing them up.

There is a lot of experience returning at the tackle and noseguard positions up front, but only one returning starter. Noseguard Mike Smith should be the leader. Linebacker Tim Scales' 12 tackles for loss led the Deacons last year and placed him third in the ACC.

Another key to the line's performance will be Marvin Mitchell, Mitchell suffered a major knee injury at Clemson last October and did not participate in spring practice. Anthony Holfild and Tyrig Brody, both juniors, will be counted on along the interior defensive line in case Mitchell does not recover from his knee damage in time to participate this season.

One of the largest voids the Demon Deacons must fill is the departure of four-year starter Wilson Hoyle, the school's all-time leading scorer. Senior Dave Behmann and sophomore Wade Tollison will compete for his job, with Behmann probably handling short kicking duties and Tollison getting kickoff duties and long field goal attempts.

Punter Kim Sheek returns to aid the defense. Sheek hopes to improve on last season's average of 35.9 yards per kick.

Wake Forest's 1989 football squad struggled through its toughest season in years. By the time they reached the 1990 campaign, Head Coach Bill Dooley faced the sizeable task of returning the Demon Deacons to the level of play which netted back-to-back winning seasons in 1987 and 1988.

Dooley will likely have to count on his returning cast of players to spark any improvement in the team's play. One publication, The Poof Sheet, labeled the incoming crop of recruits as a group of developing players, or "sleepers," who will need to gain experience before contributing directly to the team's on-field performance.

For Dooley, who had returned to the sidelines after a stint on the National Football League's Phoenix Cardinals, "We've got to return some of execution and confidence that we displayed in 1987 and 1988," Dooley said. "Last year our football team played hard but simply made too many mistakes to have a successful season." Although the offense experienced several key losses from last season's squad, those losses on that side of the ball will likely lead the team this fall.

Sophomore quarterback Phillip Barnhill, back to lead the offensive charge, Barnhill, who captured the job last season following a battle with Gregg Long, was one of the few bright spots in the Deacons' 1989 season. His 17 pass-breakups led the ACC.

In addition to his consistent production of yardage, Barnhill displayed a flair for the big play by connecting on eleven passes of at least 40 yards coming through the air and 366 yards on the ground.

Barnhill's passing and rushing led directly to 20 scores for the Demon Deacons. He passed for 1,913 yards, rushed for 531 yards. Dooley will look for Brown to improve on his scoring figures as he netted only two touchdown grabs.

Long, the former quarterback, is now the Demon Deacons starting wingback. He performed so well at his new position this spring that he was honored with the Beatie Award, which annually goes to the best player in spring drills.

Bobby Jones, the second-leading returner, will serve as one of the finest offensive lineman in the nation.

Senior Mark Stackhouse will compete with sophomore Ron Lambert, junior Terrence Signtnary, and senior Dwayne Brown. Senior starting linebackers Lovern and Warren Belin return, but there is little proven depth at the position. Warren was second on the team in tackles with 90, while Lovern was close behind in third with 75 tackles. Dooley will count on sophomore Scott Stesham and freshman Diron Reynolds to fill the other two linebacker spots.

Freshmen Drew Small and Antonio Stevenson will add support to the position. Both 1989 starters at defensive end, James DuBoise and Todd Middleton are gone. Sophomores Michael McCracy and Maurice Miller will likely step into the vacant spots with sophomores Terrell Simmons and Deke Lassiter backing them up.

There is a lot of experience returning at the tackle and noseguard positions up front, but only one returning starter. Noseguard Mike Smith should be the leader. Linebacker Tim Scales' 12 tackles for loss led the Deacons last year and placed him third in the ACC.
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The Old Gold and Black needs personnel who know Aldus PageMaker or are willing to learn. Call Rocky at 759-5280 if you are interested.
Clemson Shoots for ACC Title Under Hatfield

By Patrick Auld
Assistant Sports Editor

Eight months ago, Clemson's football program appeared headed for certain trouble. A serious NCAA probe hung over the team and the Tigers were without a head coach for the first time in more than a decade.

Danny Ford, who had taken the team to national prominence, was ousted after a power struggle with school administrators.

Conditions sank to their lowest level when the players voted to walkout if Ford was not re-instated. The instability threatened to ruin what had been a promising recruiting class and to set the team back for the upcoming season.

The situation improved immediately when Ken Hatfield was named the new head coach. After meeting Hatfield, the returning Clemson players remeant their opposition to the coaching change, and most of the recruits decided to remain with the program.

The Tigers received a second boost when the NCAA announced that they would get a chance to appeal their sanctions. The Infractions Committee found no major violations and assessed only minor penalties against the Tigers.

With these developments the Tigers have emerged as solid contenders for both Atlantic Coast Conference and national championship honors.

Hatfield brings to Clemson the proven winning record that he established at Arkansas and Air Force. He has averaged nine wins a season over the last eight campaigns and taken all eight squads to bowl contests.

In addition to his winning ways, Hatfield brings a legacy of integrity to Clemson's program. He managed to earn the distinction of Coach of the Decade in the pro-ribbon-riders' Midwest Conference without breaking NCAA rules.

Hatfield inherits a team loaded with talent and experienced at winning. Fifteen starters and 49 lettermen return from last year's Gator Bowl-winning squad.

After leading the team through spring and pre-season drills, Hatfield said he was pleased with the Tigers' development, but he said only game action would reveal the true quality of the unit.

"It will take a game or two before we find out if we really can make the plays," Hatfield said. "The Tigers' style will remain unchanged in 1990 and that means defense comes first.

"We always place great emphasis on defense, and I don't think you ever see a championship team without it," Hatfield said. . . ."

Starting 'with defense makes sense for Clemson as nine starters return on that side of the ball. Senior All-ACC tackle Vance Hammond and junior nose guard Rob Bodine top the list of returners along the defensive line. Hammond made 57 tackles including five stops for losses last season. Bodine, who began his career as a walk-on, led the Tigers' interior linemen with 60 tackles.

David Davis and Chester McClellan have extensive experience and, together with younger players like Al Richard and Tyrone Simpson, give Hatfield a two-deep defensive front that averages 6-4 and 275 pounds.

The Tigers' linebackers have consistently led the defense and the 1990 group appears poised to handle such a role.

The Sporting News rated Clemson's linebackers best in the country coming into the 1990 campaign. All-ACC performers Doug Brewster, John Johnson and Levon Kirkland return, along with Wayne Simmons and Ashley Sheppard, who were named to The Sporting News' all-freshman squad last year.

Brewster, the senior inside backer, led the Tigers with 100 stops last season and ranks 12th on the all-time list. Kirkland and Johnson, ranked second and third in tackles, respectively.

Ed McDaniel, healthy again after struggling with injuries last season, adds more depth and experience.

Hatfield said the group is so talented a rotation system will be used. "They all need to play, and they are all capable of making the big play," he said.

The secondary is also strong on depth, experience and talent. Junior Dexter Davis, an All-ACC performer, has started since his freshman season. Davis broke up 13 passes in 1989 and stands eighth on Clemson's all-time list in that category after only two seasons.

Robert O'Neal led the ACC in interceptions in 1989 as a freshman with eight thefts and was named Rookie-of-the-Year by The Sporting News.

Arlington Nunn and Jerome Henderson retain their starting roles, and Eric Grater assumes the nickelback slot. James Trapp brings world-class speed to lend depth following the close of the track season.

While Clemson's defense is set, there are questions about the offensive. Six starters return, including four veterans along the offensive line, but the Tigers must replace Terry Allen, the second-leading career rusher in Clemson's history, who left after his junior season for the National Football League.

Hatfield said despite the losses the Tigers will continue to pound out yards on the ground.

"We have the same hard-nosed approach that Clemson has had for many years. We strive to have teams characterized by great rushing attacks, controlling the clock when you need to," he said.

To accomplish that goal the Tigers will count on strong line play and unproven talent in the backfield. Not only must Hatfield replace Allen but also two other leading rushers, Joe Henderson and Wesley McFadden.

There are any number of highly-touted candidates to carry off the offensive load. Redshirt freshman Rodney Blunt is the likely starter. He averaged 43 yards per punt.

Rodney Ford was reinstated. Touted candidates to carry the负载 of the running game are freshmen Derrick Witherspoon and Larry Ryan, a converted defensive back.

The Tigers appear more settled at fullback. Tony Kennedy and sophomore Howard Hall each saw valuable time as back-ups to McFadden. Kennedy averaged over six yards a carry and is a quality blocker.

Besides finding answers for the running game, the Tigers must adjust to a new quarterback for the second consecutive season.

DeChane Cameron opens the season as the starter after serving as Chris Morocco's back-up in 1990.

Cameron, a junior, completed over 66 percent of his passes for 435 yards in limited time as a freshman. He completed 32 of 48 passes for 435 yards in limited action.

Other possibilities include senior Reggie Lawrence who rushed for 140 yards on 36 carries in limited duty last season, freshman Derrick Witherspoon and Larry Ryan, a converted defensive back.

The Tigers appear more settled at fullback. Tony Kennedy and sophomore Howard Hall each saw valuable time as back-ups to McFadden. Kennedy averaged over six yards a carry and is a quality blocker.

Besides finding answers for the running game, the Tigers must adjust to a new quarterback for the second consecutive season.

DeChane Cameron opens the season as the starter after serving as Chris Morocco's back-up in 1990.

Cameron, a junior, completed over 66 percent of his passes for 435 yards in limited time as a freshman. He completed 32 of 48 passes for 435 yards in limited action.

Other possibilities include senior Reggie Lawrence who rushed for 140 yards on 36 carries in limited duty last season, freshman Derrick Witherspoon and Larry Ryan, a converted defensive back.

The offensive line remains virtualy intact from 1989 with only center Hank Phillips' slot to be filled. Consensus All-American Stacy Long heads the list of returning starters.

The 6-2, 275-pound senior tackle had 56 knockdown blocks last year and has the highest career blocking grade in the history of the statistic at Clemson. He has been mentioned as both an Outland and a Lombardi Trophy candidate.

The offensive guard spots are manned by two All-ACC performers, senior Eric Harmon and junior Jeff Flesch.

Harmon, 6-1 and 282 pounds, has started more games at guard than any player in Clemson's history and led the team with 86 knockdown blocks. The 6-3, 260-pound Flesch managed 56 knockdowns and has started 21 consecutive games for the Tigers.

Junior linebacker Deron Kirkland, an All-ACC selection by The Sporting News, points the way to another high ACC finish and bowl appearance for the Tigers.

Clemson's kicking game is secure with one-man gang Chris Gallock, who handles both punting and placekicking duties.

He averaged 43 yards per punt, and nailed 22 field goals in 1989. Gallock, only a junior, is an All-American kicker and an All-ACC performer at both positions.

The Tigers entered the season with certain national championship possibilities. Their schedule includes only one encounter with a ranked team, Virginia, whom the Tigers had beaten 39 consecutive times.

But that streak came to a screeching halt last weekend in Charlottesville, as the Cavaliers whipped Clemson 20-7 and put a serious dent in a potential national championship season for Clemson.

Unless another ACC team can beat the Cavaliers (highly unlikely) when they consider that their two toughest opponents left, Georgia Tech and N.C. State, are at home), the Tigers should finish second in the conference, remain in the national polls, and make a trip to another national championship bowl game.

If the Cavaliers should fall, however, Clemson will be right back in position to grab the ACC crown and head toward the Florida Orange Bowl on New Year's Day.

1990 CLEMSON SCHEDULE
Sept. 1 LONG BEACH W 35-0
Sept. 8 at Virginia L 8-35
Sept. 15 at Maryland D 10-7
Sept. 22 App. State D 32-0
Sept. 29 DUKES L 14-20
Oct. 6 GEORGIA L 14-2
Oct. 13 at Georgia Tech D 10-7
Oct. 20 at N.C. State D 46-3
Oct. 27 at Wake Forest L 17-7
Nov. 3 UNC D 34-0
Nov. 17 at Virginia D 32-10

The lone newcomer along the line is Mike Brown, a 6-2, 258-pound junior at center.

Stacy Fields returns at right end. He is the leading returning receiver for the Tigers with 12 grabs in 1989.

Hatfield must replace starting wide receivers, Rodney Fletcher and Gary Cooper. Doug Thomas and Robbie Specter are experienced back-ups, and they will compete for time with Stacy Lewis and Terry Smith.

Clemson's kicking game is secure with one-man gang Chris Gallock, who handles both punting and placekicking duties.

He averaged 43 yards per punt, and nailed 22 field goals in 1989. Gallock, only a junior, is an All-American kicker and an All-ACC performer at both positions.
Can Wilson Build on Spurrier's Success at Duke?

By Scott Sullivan
Sports Production Assistant

Coming off its best back-to-back seasons in over 25 years, including a share of the 1989 conference championship, Duke's football team enters the 1990 season with a new coaching staff and many question marks.

New Head Coach Barry Wilson will have a difficult time matching the success of Steve Spurrier, who left the Blue Devils' program to take the head coaching job at his alma mater, the University of Florida.

Spurrier led Duke to an 8-4 record and an appearance in the All-American Bowl against Texas Tech.

Wilson has had ample experience as an assistant coach, with previous stops at Mississippi, Georgia Tech, and the USFL's Tampa Bay Bandits.

He joined Spurrier's staff in 1987, and served as a recruiter of tight ends, and eventually became the assistant coach.

His three years of experience and familiarity with the program should lead to a smooth transition at the helm, but only time will tell if that is the case.

Personnel wise, the Blue Devils have 11 of 22 starters returning, six of those on defense and five on offense.

Offensively, Duke should again possess a potent attack led by two of the best quarterbacks in the ACC, senior Billy Ray and junior David Brown.

Brown earned the starting position in 1989 after sitting out a year as a transfer from Alabama.

He was the leading the ACC in total passing yards until he suffered a shoulder injury against Georgia Tech last season.

In his injury-abbreviated season, Ray completed 174 of 274 passes for 2,035 yards and 15 touchdowns.

He sported the very high completion percentage of 63.5 percent.

Cubiehr became only the second man in Duke's history to rush for over 1,000 yards.

Brown and backup senior tailback Randy Jones became the first tandem in Duke history to help Cuthbert in the backfield.

An important loss to the backfield was tailback Roger Boone, who saw his role diminish during his senior year at Cuthbert emerged as an All-ACC performer.

Boone accumulated over 700 all-purpose yards last season despite the limited playing time, and was an important receiver out of the backfield on third downs.

The wide receiver corps must recover from the loss of ACC Player of the Year and all-time reception leader Clarkson Hines, who was drafted by the NFL's Buffalo Bills after completing his eligibility.

Hines caught 61 passes for 1149 yards and 17 touchdowns in his senior season, and was accorded All-American honors by several football publications.

Returning receivers include Darryl Clements, Walter Jones and Keith Ewell. Ewell has the least experience of there

EXTRA POINTS

Cubiehr averaged 146.6 all-purpose yards per game in 1989, and rushed for over 1000 yards with an outstanding average of 5.5 yards per carry.

Sampson's four interceptions last year were second to Smith's team-leading six pick-offs.

However, the defensive and line and linebackers were ravaged by heavy losses to graduation.

In fact, only defensive end Tom Corpus returns from the line starters, while the linebacking position will sport all new faces.

Defensive back Wyatt Smith will continue to return punts for the Blue Devils this season.

Last season, he had 13 returns for only 47 yards.

The big questions for Duke this season are how well the team will adjust to new Head Coach Barry Wilson and his staff, and how well the inexperienced defensive and offensive linemen hold their own in the ACC trenches.

If the 1990 Duke football team can answer these questions in a positive way, look for some upsets and a respectable, middle-of-the-pack ACC finish.

However, a second consecutive trip to a bowl game for Duke is highly unlikely.

1990 DUKE SCHEDULE

Sept. 1 at South Carolina L21-10

Sept. 15 at Northwestern 2:05

Sept. 22 VIRGINIA 12:00

Sept. 29 at Clemson 12:00

Oct. 6 at Army 1:00

Oct. 13 W. CAROLINA 1:30

Oct. 20 MARYLAND 1:30

Oct. 27 at Georgia Tech 12:00

Nov. 3 WAKE FOREST 1:30

Nov. 10 at N.C. State 1:00

Nov. 17 UNC 12:00

Junior tailback Randy Cuthbert was the first Duke running back since Steve Jones in 1972 to rush for over 1,000 yards in a season. He rushed for 1,023 yards in 1989.

Defensive back Wyatt Smith will continue to return punts for the Blue Devils this season.

If you've been behind the eight ball all day, take a cue from us.

Good Times
CUE N' SPIRITS

If you've been behind the eight ball all day, make a clean break for Cue 'N Spirits. We've got all your favorite domestic and imported longnecks ice cold, the hottest tunes on a 60-compact disc juke box, and a cool game of billiards waiting for you on a championship table. Or just relax, enjoy our wide-screen TV and throw a few darts. We'll do our best to keep the tables level and the sharks away, after all, it's your break.

10% WFU Discount

Jonas Welu

Duke Blue Devils
Now's the time to change your oil, filter, battery and transmission fluid. When you make the change at a participating Goodyear Certified Auto Service location, you'll also change to skilled, professional care for your car. Care that includes ASE-certified technicians, the best of computerized, high-tech equipment, and a deferred payment plan* Call today for an appointment.

Make the change to Goodyear Certified Auto Service with these money-saving service offers.

Keep it running clean!

**OIL CHANGE, FILTER & LUBE**

$15.95

Reg. $19

Rely on our trained, professional auto technicians to keep your car running clean. Includes new filter and up to five quarts oil. Special diesel oil and filter type may result in extra charges.


Keep it shifting smoothly!

**TRANSMISSION SERVICE**

Reg. $50

$10 OFF


Keep it starting!

**GOODYEAR BATTERY**

$10 OFF

Starting power you can count on from quality batteries you can rely on.


Our auto technicians are Goodyear-trained to perform these services for your car or light truck:

- Computerized 4-wheel alignment
- Computerized engine analysis
- Complete engine tune-up
- Changeover of all belts and hoses
- Transmission maintenance
- Shocks, struts and springs
- Complete exhaust system
- Disc and drum brake systems
- Goodyear batteries
- Complete cooling and radiator systems
- Electrical system
- Windshield wiper service
- Fuel injection service
- Total tire repair, replacement, computer balancing and rotation
- Disc and drum brake systems
- Goodyear batteries
- Complete cooling and radiator systems
- Electrical system
- Windshield wiper service
- Fuel injection service
- Total tire repair, replacement, computer balancing and rotation

We employ technicians certified by

**ASE**

**NO PAYMENTS UNTIL SEPTEMBER WITH THE GOODYEAR CREDIT CARD.** For purchases made on an eligible account. Subject to current terms and conditions of the Goodyear Credit Card agreement. See your participating Goodyear Retailer for complete details about terms and eligibility.

WE HAVE SHUTTLE SERVICE

7831 North Point Blvd.
759-2404
Open 7:30 'til 6:00 Mon.-Fri. Open 8:00 'til 5:00 Sat.
Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets

Ross, Yellow Jackets Aim for High ACC Finish

By Russ Blake
Sports Editor

After two difficult seasons, Head Coach Bobby Ross finally got Georgia Tech's football program back on track in 1989. The Yellow Jackets managed a 7-4 record and tied for fourth place in the Atlantic Coast Conference.

Tech started slowly last year, going 0-3 to start the season, but the Yellow Jackets rebounded quickly. They won seven of their last eight games, including a 30-14 homecoming victory at Clemson and a season-ending 33-25 victory over in-state rival Georgia.

Ross' 2-9 and 3-8 campaigns in 1987 and 1988, respectively, left Georgia Tech's fans wishing that Bill Curry had not left for Alabama. However, many fans now believe last year's squad provided a glimpse of good things to come.

It seems that in the not too distant future, the Yellow Jackets may be matching Ross' success at Maryland, where he coached three consecutive ACC championship squads from 1983-85 before departing College Park and taking the Yellow Jackets' head job in 1987.

Most college football previews have placed the Yellow Jackets in the upper echelon of the ACC, right behind favorites Clemson and Virginia. Junior split end Emmett Merchant, who needed improvement from 1983-85 before departing College Park, is one of the team's leaders on and off the field.

Primarily used as a blocker for Mays, Scott rushed for 317 yards in 91 attempts last year.

Although Shawn Jones proved to be a good quarterback last year, the passing game was not Georgia Tech's strong point. This weakness is evidenced by the fact that no Yellow Jacket receiver gained over 300 yards last season, although two receivers finishing last year's squad had more than 200 yards.

The best of that returning duo may be junior safety Tom Covington, who needs improvement. Jones said he hopes his sophomore year will be even better than his freshman campaign, when he enjoyed a level of success rare for a first-year player.

"I know the guys a lot better this year, but we just have to work on some things to get him the timing down so that it is perfect. And we have to have the attitude that we can't be stopped on offense," Jones said.

Although Jones is still a backup to two returning starters, David Taylor and Tom Covington, the quarterback position is in good hands. Jones will replace Taylor, who made 22 starts last year.

"I can make a great contribution," Jones said.

"I'm not going to sit in the backfield, Georgia Tech must find a capable quarterback.

"You don't replace Jerry Mays. You just try to find a substitute. Jerry is irreplaceable," Ross said.

"Here is a guy who is the second leading rusher in the history of our school and the leading receiver. How many times do you find someone like that? You don't. I think we have some talent at running back, and this year we are just going to have to play a more patient offensive position," he said.

The defense left for May's departure is the relatively inexperienced T.J. Edwards and William Bell. Edwards, a senior, emerged as the number one back during spring drills. He rushed for 150 yards and one touchdown on 33 carries last season, and played in all eleven games.

Bell, a sophomore, saw action in nine contests last year, and gained 102 yards on only 17 rushes.

Redshirt freshmen Jeff Wright and Derrick Hamilton may also see time at the backfield.

Returning at fullback is talented senior Steven Scott, who is expected to be one of the team's leaders, on and off the field. Primarily used as a blocker for Mays, Scott rushed for 317 yards in 91 attempts last year.

Jones said he hopes his sophomore year will be an exciting season, he said. "The expectation level is high and good. It is exciting to me to have a He grabbed 18 receptions for 296 yards and two scores, including an 81-yard bomb for a touchdown in the 30-14 upset at Death Valley.

Merchant is backed up by junior split end Derick Bell. Singletary hussled in 145 receptions for 181 yards last season.

Another important receiver for Jones is tight end Tom Covington.

Senior defensive tackle Kevin Battle mans the line as the line's leader this season. Last year, Jenkins was a second-team All-ACC selection at his left tackle post, and led the squad with 42 knockdown blocks.

He was involved in more plays than any other Georgia Tech lineman (673), and set a school record in knockdowns. The line will be one of the most experienced in the Atlantic Coast Conference, with four of five starters returning.

Defensive tackle Shane King is returning from the 1989 squad.

The last member of the secondary is senior cornerback Keith Holmes. Holmes has played every game in his career, and that came against Duke in 1987.

The linebacking corps is bolstered by the return of inside linebacker Jerrell Williams. Williams was the Ramblin Wreck's second leading tackler last season with 145 and had two quarterback sacks. The Sporting News named him to its All-ACC second-team defensive unit.

The outside linebacker position is senior Calvin Tiggle, who replaces last year's leading tackler Eric Thomas. As a backup last year, Tiggle saw extensive action, and collected 60 tackles after transferring from Lees-Mcrae Junior College in 1988.

The safety at the single safety position is senior Tom Covington, who replaces last year's starting outside linebacker.

Ross, Georgia Tech's starting inside linebacker, said. "Williams was the Ramblin Wreck's second leading tackler last season with 145 and had two quarterback sacks. The Sporting News named him to its All-ACC second-team defensive unit.

The outside linebacker position is senior Calvin Tiggle, who replaces last year's leading tackler Eric Thomas. As a backup last year, Tiggle saw extensive action, and collected 60 tackles after transferring from Lees-Mcrae Junior College in 1988.

The safety at the single safety position is senior Tom Covington, who replaces last year's leading tackler Eric Thomas. As a backup last year, Tiggle saw extensive action, and collected 60 tackles after transferring from Lees-Mcrae Junior College in 1988.

"You don't replace Jerry Mays. You just try to find a substitute. Jerry is irreplaceable," Ross said.

"Here is a guy who is the second leading rusher in the history of our school and the leading receiver. How many times do you find someone like that? You don't. I think
MARYLAND TERRAPINS

Zolak, Terps Seek to Escape Depths of the ACC

By Bob Esther
Old Gold and Black Senior Reporter

After a 3-7-1 record during the 1989 season, the Maryland Terrapins are again expected to finish in the second division of the Atlantic Coast Conference. The Terrapins finished 2-5 in the conference a year ago, placing ahead of only Wake Forest and North Carolina.

"Street and Smith's refers to Maryland as likely to engage in a "cellar-dodging contest" with North Carolina and Wake Forest this season."

In preseason analysis a year ago, Maryland's 1989 schedule was ranked the 4th most difficult in the nation. The Terrapins played seven bowl teams a year ago, and played non-conference games this season in Michigan, West Virginia and Penn State.

"I don't think anybody in the conference (then) saw the schedule," said head coach Joe Krivak. "Everybody we play is a tiger."

Krivak is under a great deal of pressure to succeed this year. After stepping in for the first time, the Terrapins allowed opposing teams to pass for 461.9 yards an average a year ago. They allowed rushing teams to average 37.1 yards a game. The Terrapins were last in the conference in rushing defense.

The Terrapins were plagued by mistakes a year ago, losing twice as many fumbles as successful Bobby Ross as head coach, Krivak feels more confident with his defense. The Terrapins are expected to field a team strong enough to at least match the success of the 1987 Terps. Krivak's fate if the team fails to show consistency this year. After stepping in for the first time, the Terrapins allowed opposing teams to pass for 461.9 yards an average a year ago. They allowed rushing teams to average 37.1 yards a game. The Terrapins were last in the conference in rushing defense.

PITTSBURGH - Krivak's hopes are riding in large part on the success of junior Troy Jackson, a converted defensive back.

"Jackson was the leading ball carrier in the spring of 1989 for the Terrapins. He carried the ball 22 times for 110 yards in limited playing time last fall."

"Jackson showed bursts of ability last year," Krivak said.

"Another key backfield performer is Andre Vaught, a 6-2, 191-pound tailback. Vaught, a sophomore, is mentioned as a possible "big factor" for the Terrapins in Maryland's preseason media guide.

"How Andre Vaught's rehabilitation comes along could have a lot to do with how well the Terrapins do this year," Krivak said.

Vaught underwent reconstructive knee surgery a year ago, and Maryland's coaches are eager to see how he responds to contact in the opening games. At fullback, the Terrapins are also harnessed by a severe lack of experience. Both Lubo Zizaovic, a 6-7, 268-pound junior, and 6-3, 224-pound junior is expected to see more playing time. The defense.
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Brown Must Start Winning to Stay at Chapel Hill

By Clait Planay
Old Gold and Black Senior Reporter

It's been a long, hard road for North Carolina's head football coach Mack Brown. Last year, the Tar Heels were a woeful 1-10. That wouldn't be quite so bad if they hadn't gone 1-10 the year before that. So Brown has little place to go but up, but don't expect him to do so very quickly, despite the team's 1-1 start.

The Tar Heels have been forced to struggle through the first two years of a new coach, playing many red-shirt and true freshmen. In fact, 19 true freshmen played in Brown's first two years at the helm.

Never before had a freshman started a season opener for North Carolina, but last year four freshmen were in the Tar Heels' lineup on UT.

These players who were forced into action are now slightly more experienced sophomores and juniors, however, the Tar Heels are still a very young team.

"We'll still be the youngest football team in the Atlantic Coast Conference," Brown said. "Only six seniors have played very much, and that's going to hurt us in terms of experience on the field and leadership."

In the case of Eric Gash, starting at left guard, Brown is not worried about it. In fact, this young man, who started all 11 games for the Tar Heels last year, decided not to return because he wanted to get a great education. He's not the only talented player to leave, however. B.J. Beal, a fourth-year player at left tackle, and senior Doxie Jordan, start for the Tar-Heels this season.

"We're going to be a better football team. We're going to come from winning some games," Brown said. "This record is not something we can build on. We've got to do a better job of controlling the football so our defensive unit can get some rest."

The offense should move largely on the ground under the power of junior tailbacks Eric Blount and Randy Jordan, though a stable of fleet-footed young receivers will be on hand to drain down passes from Todd Burnett. Burnett, who is the starting quarterback for the Tar Heels, is a 6-3, 214-pounder with 37 catches for 495 yards and 1,044 yards this season. Jordan, who started last year with 37 catches for 520 yards, will take up the leadership role at left tackle.

Kevin came here after his sophomore year to become a better in Seattle with improved in the running game. He'd do a better job in the starting lineup."

"That's why we need him to become a better in Seattle with improved in the running game. He'd do a better job in the starting lineup."

The talk centered around the quarterback spot, the backfield position holds much of the hope for UNC.

Tailbacks Blount and Jordan will be the force by which North Carolina's offense will either live or die. But Burnett is the second on the team in rushing last season with 409 yards, as he started three games at tailback while backing up the departed Aaron Staples.

Jordan was the Tar Heels' third-leading rusher last fall with 261 yards on 67 rushes. "The experience those two gained last season, as he was one of the best in the conference.

Rookie Charlie Justice will take up the quarterback spot against JUlius Black Senior and keep the confidence is only freshman. While the linebackers are perhaps the strongest team on the team, he has the most talent here, but the principal actors are still very inexperienced and undeveloped.

Four of the five main receivers are sophomores, while the other is just a red-shirt freshman.

"We feel like this would be at least a five-year project when we started and I think we're getting it right."
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Four of the five main receivers are sophomores, while the other is just a red-shirt freshman.
New Starters Will Play Key Role for Wolfpack

By Jay Beddow
Assistant Sports Editor

After winning their first six games last year, the North Carolina State Wolfpack football team dropped five of their last six games, including a four-game season-ending losing streak. Now N.C. State must overcome the loss of nine starters and climb to national prominence under Head Coach Dick Sheridan.

"It is obvious that it will be difficult to replace the outstanding group of seniors that led us last year," Sheridan said. "We are particularly concerned about our defensive front, offensive line and the passing game. Spring practice revealed many problems that must be solved for us to be successful," Sheridan said.

A tough many potential weaknesses are evident, it is also evident that our players have the desire to be successful and the willingness to work very hard to improve our team. Our staff is looking forward to working together with our players to reach a level where we can compete with the best teams in the conference.

N.C. State’s first order of business is to replace record-setting quarterback Shane Montgomery. Last year’s offense under Montgomery averaged 25.5 points a game and ranked second in the conference in passing.

The leading candidate in step in and replace the departed Montgomery and lead the Pack’s offense is Junior Charles Davenport, a red-shirt last year.

Sophomore Anthony Barbour, who was being heavily counted on to lead the Wolfpack rushing attack, will miss the 1990 season due to a knee injury.

The offensive line returns two starters from last year’s squad, senior guard Rich Pokrant, tabbed by Street and Smith as a presaison All-ACC performer, and junior guard Clyde Hanks.

Senior Charlie Cobb should move into the center position after backing up the offensive line for the past three seasons.

To fill in the tackle positions, Sheridan counts on junior Kirk Parrish, sophomore Mike Gee, and freshman Steve Pokrant.

Senior Anthony Barbour, who was being heavily counted on to lead the Wolfpack rushing attack, will miss the 1990 season due to a knee injury.

The defense will be spearheaded by an experienced group a year ago, could add some welcome surprises are projected as high NFL picks.

In key ACC matchups, the Wolfpack hosts Appalachian State and travels to Virginia Tech.

A home tilt with South Carolina poses the greatest non-conference challenge.

Senior Chris Williams returns as State’s most effective receiver out of the backfield, with 22 receptions for 305 yards in 1989.

Senior Ettrick Coley, junior Robert Purify, and freshmen Kerrick French and Elbert Vinson will provide added depth.

Sophomore tailback Anthony Barbour, who was being heavily counted on to lead the Wolfpack rushing attack, will miss the 1990 season due to a knee injury.

Senior Preston Poag returns after averaging over 40 yards a punt.

On defense, Sheridan will be challenged to rebuild the defensive line after the departures of Ray Agnew and Derrick Debran to the NFL.

The defense returns eight starters from a unit that was ranked second in the ACC a year ago after yielding 304.5 yards a game. The squad led the league in quarterback sacks and held opponents to less than 20 points per game.

"Some people say we can’t be as good defensively as last year. But we’ve improved defensively each of the four years we’ve been here, and I think we can at least be as good as we were last year," Sheridan said.

The defense will be spearheaded by an outstanding secondary that possesses three third-year starters.

Two-time All-ACC and All-American player Jesse Campbell leads the secondary from the strong safety position along with returning starters Fernando “Snake” Vinson at free safety and Joe Johnson at one cornerback spot. Both Vinson and Campbell are projected as high NFL picks.

Two-time All-ACC and All-American player Jesse Campbell leads the secondary from the strong safety position along with returning starters Fernando “Snake” Vinson at free safety and Joe Johnson at one cornerback spot. Both Vinson and Campbell are projected as high NFL picks.

Two-time All-ACC and All-American player Jesse Campbell leads the secondary from the strong safety position along with returning starters Fernando “Snake” Vinson at free safety and Joe Johnson at one cornerback spot. Both Vinson and Campbell are projected as high NFL picks.

Junior Alex Nicholson and sophomore Neil Auer will both see action as either from the strong safety position along with

The out’side linebackers have to replace the three leading tacklers in seniors Ray Agnew and Derrick Debnam last season, and their return makes the middle guard position the most experienced on the defensive from this season.

The Pack was off to the second-best start in its history last year when it started 6-0, but State stumbled, losing five of its last six.

N.C. State managed only one late-season victory over South Carolina, and lost to Clemson, Virginia, Duke, Virginia Tech, and Arizona.

This year, Dick Sheridan’s N.C. State Wolfpack seeks to regain the course that it strayed from last season and return to the upper echelon of ACC football.

That feat is quite possible, with a rather weak non-conference schedule. In addition to Western Carolina, the Wolfpack hosts Appalachian State and travels to Virginia Tech.

A home tilt with South Carolina poses the greatest non-conference challenge.

Nonetheless, Sheridan’s troops are well-coached, and an upper division finish beyond ranked programs Virginia, Clemson and Georgia Tech is certainly within reach.

1990 N.C. STATE SCHEDULE

Sept. 1 W. CAROLINA W 67-0

Sept. 8 at Georgia Tech L 21-13

Sept. 15 WAKE FOREST L 12-10

Sept. 22 at Maryland 12:00

Sept. 29 at North Carolina 1:00

Oct. 6 APPALACHIAN STATE 1:00

Oct. 13 at Virginia 1:00

Oct. 20 CLEMSON 1:00

Oct. 27 SOUTH CAROLINA 1:00

Nov. 3 at Virginia Tech 1:00

Nov. 10 DUKE 1:00
It seems the whole nation expects great things from Head Coach George Welsh and his University of Virginia football team this year. After the team posted a 10-3 record last season and was ranked in the top 25 in sixteen major pre-season polls this year, anticipation for a second consecutive Atlantic Coast Conference championship is running high in Charlottesville.

A good deal of the expectations center on second-year quarterback, Shawn Moore, the only player in Division I-A to pass for over 2,000 yards and rush for over 400 yards this season.

In all, Moore completed 125 of his 221 passes for 2,078 yards and 15 touchdowns, and ran for 905 yards on 135 carries. He completed almost 57 percent of his passes, and averaged 3.6 yards a carry on the ground.

Because of that performance, Moore has emerged as a potential candidate for the Heisman Trophy. Welsh said, "He is nothing shy of a star quarterback. "He is not going to have the gaudy statistics that some quarterbacks have because of the offense we run. But if you take into consideration everything he does, Shawn Moore has to be one of the best players in the nation," Welsh said.

These comments are high praise from a coach who has guided the Cavaliers to victories in 15 of its last 18 contests, including a 14-6 upset at Penn State in 1989.

Backing Moore up at the quarterback position will be the familiar face of Matt Blundin, who started last year's Cavalier game for the injured Moore. Also returning for the Cavaliers on offense are Moore's two favorite targets, junior wide-out Herman Moore and senior tight end Bruce McCombial, both of whom have received numerous preseason honors.

Herman Moore led all of Virginia's receivers in yardage last season with 848 yards and ten touchdowns on 36 receptions, while McCombial led in receptions with 42 grabs for 630 yards.

Also starting at receiver for the Cavs is Derek Dooley, nephew of Wake Forest Head Coach Bill Dooley.

The Cavaliers return a big, strong, and experienced offensive line to help protect Moore.

The starting five average 6-5 and 279 pounds. Anchoring the line are left tackle Ray Roberts and center Trevor Ryals. The loss of offensive tackle Jason Kolb and the move to tackle positions of McCombial and McCombial, both of whom have received numerous preseason honors.

Welsh believes that there will be a slight drop-off in the line's performance this season. "I don't expect people moving into starting positions on the offensive line this season to be quite as good. I think we're going to have a good offensive line, but maybe not as good as last year. The line is where the offense starts, but we have such good skill people that I still think we can be very efficient," he said.

On the downside, the unexpected departure of tailback Marcus Wilson to the NFL may hamper Virginia's running game.

Wilson was a 1,000-yard gainer for the Cavaliers last season.

Replacing him in the tailback position will be highly-touted sophomore Terry Kirby, who averaged almost five yards a carry in his freshman campaign.

On the season, Kirby rushed for 311 yards on 63 carries in nine games last season, but was bothered throughout the campaign by nagging injuries.

Kirby came to the Cavaliers' program and immediate fanfare, as most recruiting experts considered the Cavaliers to be the best prep running back in the nation in 1988.

Welsh said, "Irving Kirby for the starting tailback slot is junior Nickki Fisher, who also started the Citadel game and averaged 4.6 yards a carry last season. With these changes the ground game should not suffer much, if at all, from Wilson's absence."

Virginia has a number of notable reserves and specialists returning this year.

Handling the place-kicking duties is senior Jon Paul Mendez, a former Penn State All-American performer as the best prep running back in the nation in 1988.

Also returning for the Cavaliers on defensive line to help protect Carey, however, had knee surgery in the off-season and a trip to the Citrus Bowl. Handling the place-kicking duties is senior Legeman, who has earned one of the starting positions.

Virginia's defense, with veteran left tackle Shawn Moore, has emerged as a leading candidate for the Heisman Trophy, is expected to lead Virginia to the promised land in 1990.
TUESDAY NIGHTS:

Sh-Boom is now opening it's door to 18 year olds and up to party at the hottest dance club in the triad.  $5.00 all you can drink draft. September 18th, first 50 through the door receive a Sh-Boom T-shirt or visor.
For every point WFU scores on Saturday we will give away that number of free memberships.

THURSDAY NIGHTS:

GONG SHOW
$100 awarded for first place, $50 for second place, & $25 for third place. Prizes awarded nightly. To be a contestant call 760-2222.

SUNDAY:

Touchdown Club
Pitchers of Beer $3.75. Big Screen TV. Contests of skill & knowledge; Hot Dog eating. Prizes awarded. Doors open at 4 pm until conclusion of Sunday Night game.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22:

Sh-boom Brings You Night
MTV & Sh-Boom T-shirts, jackets & more given away all night long.
Remote control played 3 times during the evening. Winner of Dance Contest will receive all expense paid trip to N.Y. to tour MTV & watch them tape live.

The Sh-Boom Keg Busters Football Team will take on anyone's challenge. If you have a team call us for a game.